If it sounds incredibly bizarre, it's because it is. For those not familiar, Criminal Minds is a procedural drama that ran on CBS for 15 seasons, from 2005 to 2020. (There’s been chatter of a reboot one good thing: nothing in criminal minds makes sense and it’s perfect)

Through the Darkness is a new 12-part series loosely adapted from the memoir Those Who Read Hearts of Evil, by Korea’s first criminal profiler, Kwon Il-yong. The Fiery Priest star Kim Nam-gil plays an

Behind the scenes of criminal profiling and what it takes to catch a killer

The course is designed to address a broad range of issues related to criminal behavior and the development of the so-called criminal personality. Factors that are considered to influence the criminal mind, behavior, and development

SBS’s Friday-Saturday drama “Through the Darkness” has shared a peek at tonight’s episode! Set in the late 1990s, “Through the Darkness” is based on the story of South Korea’s first criminal profiler. The drama explores the dangers of trying to think like a killer.

• Here’s the moment on Criminal Minds where Spencer Reid (Matthew Gray Gubler) proved to be a truly valuable member of the Behavioral Analysis Unit.

• This course will explore the psychological dimensions of criminal thinking and behavior. The course will cover the psychological origins and types of crime, the multidimensional influences on criminal behavior, and development.

• The Oath Keepers, one of the premier anti-government movements in the United States that boasts a purported membership in the thousands, is facing an existential threat.

• What does the seditious conspiracy indictment mean for the Oath Keepers?

• Who does the administration really believe won the presidential election?